THINGS TO BELIEVE IN
accessible means of attainment for emergent beings at work and play
We are awake. A courageous few rarely slept, patiently awaiting the rest as we shuffled half-sideways, flexing steroid
muscles built on shadowy agendas forwarded without cause. Our generation can clock-out as it came, with arrows at our
backs, to rise through the purest of cloudless skies to full liberation. Free of confusion, temptation and fear - fluid of
motion, power of breath, cloaked safely in the grace of our limitless truth. Where the innocent whimper, there is work to
be done, light to be shone, love in and around us—we are awake.
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The Dawn of the Enlightened Beach Read
Like Ya Ya Sisterhood
and The Secret, Hippie
Chick Reunion features
friends,
mysterious
powers of attraction
and of course, secrets.
Unlike those two bestsellers, Kathryn Barber’s
new
novel
weaves time-honored
and present day spiritual practices and theory into an entertaining and thought provoking beach read.
Richly textured with
insightful dialogue and
contemporary debate,
readers should be prepared for more than
they are accustomed
to receiving from contemporary fiction.

The story begins when
spiritualist and self-help
coach
Kaye
BonoStoddart has a gut feeling
that the time to reunite
with five long lost friends
is now or never. Against
a New Jersey shore backdrop, the women arrive
at Kaye’s home on the
ocean’s edge, for an authentic sixties experience
— complete with psychic
readings, shamanic visionwalk, Woodstock music and a mushroom trip
on the beach.
When Kaye’s plan to replicate an authentic sixties
experience stirs up vivid
memories of impassioned
ideals, the women begin
to wonder if the paths
they’ve chosen are lead-

ing them astray. As the CAUGHT IN THE ACT OF
story moves toward it’s
EMERGENCE
conclusion, each is offered
a glimpse of a richer,
TRANSLUCENT
more authentic life. But
TECHNOLOGIES
will they have the courage
to live it?
Using carefully researched
PLEASE PASS THE
detail, outstanding characPEACE
ter development, and a
highly
engaging
style,
Hippie
Chick
Reunion
YOU DONE GOOD
makes a bold statement
about a group of ‘girls who
made good’ and reminds
us that if we wish to move THINGS TO BELIEVE
IN
from ‘good to great’ in the
second half of life, we
must move on to something greater than ourselves.

About the Author
Kathryn Barber has founded three successful performance
improvement companies while embracing a ‘not just for
profit’ business philosophy. Her work is devoted to fostering
effective means of cultivating and sustaining individual, interpersonal, social, and global unity. She is an author, philosopher, marketing maven, and coach. She is married to Joel
Barber, her “Mr. Right” of twenty-two years.

The thought manifests as the word.
The word manifests
as the deed. The
deed develops into
habit. And the habit
hardens into character. So watch the
thought and it’s
way with care. And
let it spring from
love, born out of
concern for all beings.
~ The Buddha

Things to Believe In is a free quarterly newsletter from Outreach Partners, a nonprofit company devoted to sharing
useful information, practices, products and services for integrally inspired work and play. To subscribe or submit items
for consideration, click HERE. The inaugural issue of TTBI is launching via MAIL DOG in 2008! To ‘get chatty’ with us,
call 1-888-266-6001.

